
In All Timelines And All Dimensions in this 15D Universal Time Matrix

New Earth Jurisdiction - Galactic Codex Implementation and Natural Laws

I am a free-born Spirit. I am the creator of my destiny and my reality. I consciously participate in
co-creating the New Earth Society - Community in Unity, Christ Consciousness with its Societal
Structure and Military Space Force and Jurisdiction under God, the Law of One.

I am not a strawman nor a dead entity created by the U.S. Corporations under the UCC law, nor
am I a lost soul at sea under the maritime law.

I am a Being of Christ Light, ancient soul, Divine Architect and star warrior, a living woman with
heart and soul under the land and soil of the Natural Laws of the Creator, the original
Constitution of 1776. I am immune from any lawsuit issued by any service corporation with its
anti-life Draconian-Annunaki-Zeta jurisdiction.

Under the Natural Laws, every man and woman are created equal by the Creator and endowed
with certain inalienable Rights for Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.

I am American. I am not a property of the Crown of England or the U.S. federal government
governed by the private corporate legislature dictated by the elite of the Swiss Banking Cartel -
the Davos Group and the Black Nobility Mafia Family, the controlling groups in the Vatican,
London and D.C Washington.

I am the authority. I am God, I am Sovereign, I am Free. I am the extension of God’s Divine
Love and Will. The eternal spark of God resides in my Sacred Heart. I abide in God’s Presence
and follow Universal (Natural) Laws.

Universal Laws were implemented upon the surface of this planet in 2012 by the Light Alliance
and the Galactic Confederation that are assisting with the planetary evolution, liberation from
the dark forces and with the transition into the higher realm, the fifth dimension (5D) and
beyond. Universal Laws supersede the old third-dimensional (3D) jurisdiction that has been
distorted and twisted by the upper echelons of the shadow government and the shadow military
(MIC, Intelligence Agencies, Mob) with their luciferian-satanic agendas (organized crimes). Thus
since 2012, the off-world elite of the Draco-NAZI-Annunaki fleet and their minions: the cabal, the
deep state, the NSA, the shadow government and the Illuminati must comply with and respect
Universal Laws, The Law of One under which all living beings of Divine Light fall.

The dark forces and their negative alien agenda (NAA), and the oligarchs and their multinational
corporations and pharmaceutical industries covering up serious genocidal crimes against the
Earth population have been ignoring and disrespecting the Natural Laws for a very long time
and to such an extent that now their power in jurisdiction on planet Earth is null and void.



Their abuse of power and authority in the entire infrastructure: business, banking, commerce,
religion, science, medicine, technology, entertainment industry, academia, media, press and
politics with its on and off-world military branches with highly advanced alien A.I. technology and
cloning factories have become extremely unfathomable, and they all will be prosecuted for all
the heinous crimes according to the Divine Plan by The Galactic Command.

The negative aliens and their secret space program (SSP) and the shadow military
extraterrestrial industrial complex (DARPA - robotics) with its Black Sun operations and covert
sound wave weaponry, including psychotronic scalar weapons, for psychological and
bio-spiritual warfare on global population including mind control (MK ULTRA), genetic
engineering and Galactic human slave trade, including child sex trafficking, will have to answer
for their atrocious crimes. They are being charged for high treason and will be prosecuted by the
Ashtar Command, the High Council under the Galactic Codex and the Cosmic Sovereign Law.

The Galactic Codex represents the legal basis for all actions of the Galactic Federation in this
quadrant of the Universe. It represents a systemized code of inner ethics of all souls of Solar
Light (Christed Light), which reflects their inner truth. The Galactic Codex forms an essential
part of the New Earth Judicial structure that defends the basic rights and liberty of all sentient
beings in this universe. It aims at developing a harmonious and peaceful Galactic Cosmic
society based on Truth, Integrity, Unity, Solidarity, Peace and Freedom.

Galactic Codex (Simplified)

Section I: The Law of Divine Grace

● Every sentient being has the right for physical and spiritual abundance
● Every sentient being has the right for ascension - planetary and interstellar
● Every sentient being has the right to connect with their own galactic star family
● Every sentient being has the right for all information, including the ancient history
● Every sentient being has the right to be free and sovereign

Section II: The Law of Dividing Parties (during a conflict)

The Forces of  Light have the right to divide E.T. and human races that are in conflict with each
other to secure their protection and to avoid further mutual harm. The Light Forces mediate a
conflict until it is resolved.

Section III: The Law of Balance

Every sentient being, E.T. or alien race that has chosen to live and act against the principles of
Galactic Codex is given the opportunity to correct their mistakes. They will have the chance
to look at all the consequences of their past actions. If they accept the Galactic codex they will



be forgiven and will be able to join the Confederation in Divine timing. If they refuse, they will be
taken to the Great Central Sun to start a new cycle of evolution.

Section IV: The Law of Intervention

The Galactic Federation has the right to intervene in all situations where the Galactic Codex has
been violated, regardless of the local laws.

The Galactic Federation has the right to use peaceful means to educate the local population
and to give guidelines on how to proceed to live in accordance with the Universal Laws.

The Galactic Federation has the right to use military forces when necessary. In any hostage
situation it requires skillful negotiation and tactical approach.

Every sentient being has the right to call upon the Galactic Federation for assistance. The Light
Forces do their best to help improve the living conditions of each sentient being.

The Galactic Federation has the right to implement the Galactic Codex in all sectors of the
Universe where the Galactic codex has been violated.

Golden Rule - The Law of Response

The Golden Rule is essential for the modern concept of human rights. Each individual has a
right to just treatment that entails mutual responsibility to ensure justice for all.

The Golden Rule is an ethical code, or moral truth that states: “One should treat others as
one would like others to treat oneself.”

This concept describes a two-way relationship between one’s self and others, that involves both
sides equally and in mutual benefit of win-win fashion.

Law of Cause and Effect - “What goes around comes around”

Whatever quality of energy is generated from thought, emotion or behaviors, this combination
sets into motion an energetic vibrational frequency in time and space that must eventually return
back to its causal source to complete its cycle. Nothing will escape this law because at the end
of the cycle all is accounted for:

● Positive and loving actions bring positive and loving results
● Negative and fear-based actions bring negative and fear-based results
● Our actions bring our own results based on what we have chosen: love or fear



You are what you think. What you sow is what you reap. You create your own destiny.

The Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy

All individuals have within them the power to change all conditions in their lives, just by
understanding this Universal Law - higher vibrations consume and transform lower ones,
each person can become an Alchemist of the Heart, if he or she chooses to do so.

All is energy (consciousness, including A.I.) and everything is contained in the field of Oneness,
hence everything is interrelated and affects everything else. To transform the darkness into the
Light Divine and reconnect with the Source of Supreme Intelligence, one has to choose the
WILL of God (Source, the Higher Self) to do so. What it means is that one has a desire to
change surrounding conditions into a higher form of existence by applying the Law of Vibration
that correlates to the sign of Aquarius; hence we are at the beginning of entering the New
Golden Age in Aquarius - St. Germain, the Master Alchemist, is the Leader and
Representative of the Seventh Golden Age and the Seventh Ray of Creation, the Violet Flame
with The Amethyst Order - Solar Rishi Consciousness.

The violet color holds the highest vibrational frequency seen with the naked eye, it has
the power to change all the frequencies that reside below it. Violet is the last color of the
rainbow, before it turns to ultraviolet and then is reflected in the Light (Christ
Consciousness). It holds the highest coding of symbols, and can be used to change
surrounding conditions and to achieve spiritual liberation and transcendence.

The key to its effective use is the Inner Self - Divine Spark within your Heart connecting to the
Higher Self (your Soul-Star Chakra above the Crown Chakra).

The strength of the will and the length of time this frequency is used will dictate how long it
will take to clear a situation. Remember the importance of the breath, for it is the breath that
helps one command the emotional body.

This law is a one-directional law; therefore, it is the key to one’s harmony, peace and love.
Since higher vibrations only consume and change the lower vibrations, it is not possible to
reverse the effects of this law. Lower forces, consumed by negativity, cannot apply this law to
lower the frequencies of higher vibrations, for its effects cannot be reversed. It is the law.

Ancient Advice: Acknowledge and embrace the darkness (your Shadow Self - the pain body,
trauma, drama, dogma, the ancestral karma with DNA mutation - black magic, sorcery, the lower
self - the negative ego - Chakras 1,2,3) and bring it back into the Light for integration - Energetic
Synthesis - through the Inner Alchemy. There is no other law like this one, for its application
has the power to raise Earth’s vibrations into the Christos energy, carrying it speedily into the
Fifth Dimension and higher; into the next octave (Harmonic Universe #2 - Soul Connection -
Consciousness Expansion).



The Law of Transcendence

Through the pursuit of enlightenment (Ascension - raising the vibrational frequency on all levels)
and the result of the awakened consciousness, the ego loses dominance - the shadow work is
complete - we recognize the flow of the Divine within us and around us.

“Wherever I go, I AM and all is well.” ~ Yeshua

We naturally choose to consciously participate in co-creating with God Source, in order to
generate more goodness for everyone on the earth.

The Law of Transcendence is the moment we experience the sacred vibration of love as
omnipresent, we feel the mind of God permeating our mind, and we are able to feel and
perceive the Universal Knowledge (Gnosis) beyond the state of reasoning, without the
assistance of the current human belief systems.

Through transcendence of the earthly personality, we become aware of our consciousness
power to understand the operation of general causes and effects, observing the Natural Laws in
action, focused on the consciousness direction of attaining truth, Virtue-Ethics, moral character
and communing with the Soul and the Spirit of the Inner Christ - Divine Union (Yoga).

During the Law of Transcendence is the moment we embody the greater truth and realization of
our spiritual being, knowing our purpose, our Divine-Christos Mission, experiencing our
relationship to Source through our Inner Christ/Self (Divine spark within our Heart-Soul structure
- Hologram), and in the face of this truth, we give up everything so that we can receive
something of much greater value.

The Law of Transcendence removes the veil of forgetfulness to experience true unity with God,
with Source, and to experience the interconnection with All That Is, I AM THAT I AM that exists
in all things. The truth of our purpose is revealed to us, we see the laws in creation and we are
filled with awe at the magnificence and beauty of God’s natural creation.

Law of Divine Oneness - Law of Unity - Law of Structure

All things share a connection with the Universal Mind. All is consciousness of Infinite
Intelligence that expresses its principle through the Natural Laws, spiritual laws that govern our
creation. The Law of Structure (the original Divine Blueprint of the mind of God) creates all
things. All is composed of the same substance (one particle) at the subatomic level. All things
are created from a state of mind, a quality of thought and that which has been co-created within
a system of energy, such as a planetary consciousness. All is information that can be reduced
mathematically.



Everything that we observe in the manifested worlds are the result of a mental state, a belief
system that has preceded it. The mental plane has the ability to influence what happens in
multiple dimensional planes all simultaneously. Our thoughts influence multiple planes, within
our own lightbody and in the outer realities.

Thoughts are things. They are the seeds from which our garden grows and in order to
change the harvest, we must first plant new seeds of noble nature - high vibration -
frequency.

● All is created by the Mind of God, The Forcefield: Golden Liquid Light, Prana, Chi
● We exist within this field of Mind Energy and so we are One with It
● To access the Universal Mind we remain calm, balanced and at peace here and now
● To co-create with the Divine we use high-quality thoughts, visualizations and language
● We bring Heaven on Earth (Paradise and Peace) through the right use of the connection

to this Infinite (Quantum) Forcefield of Oneness - the morphogenetic field

Law of One - Law of Ra

All things, all of life, all of the creation is part of One Original Thought - Point of Light. In the
state of Singleness and Oneness:

● Polarities are harmonized
● Complexities are simplified
● Paradoxes have solutions

Unity is infinite. Unity is formed with compassion. Unity binds all things. All are interconnected.

● The universe is infinite
● There is no end to yourSelves, no end to your thinking and understanding, no end to

your perceptions of creation
● All is reconciled within this complex of body, mind, Soul and Spirit

Infinity is in Unity. Infinite Creator abides in Unity only. All is One in Unity Christos-Sophia
Consciousness. You are All. And so It Is.


